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People v Coddington:  Mental Illness Evidence
and the Insanity Defense

The California Supreme Court published on July 5th (filed June 3rd) an opinion of 71 typescript pages,
entered into by all the justices except Stanley Mosk, who issued a dissenting opinion, concerning the trial
of Herbert James Coddington for the 1987 murder of two chaperones about age 70, and the rape and
molestation of their 14-and 12-year-old female charges, in South Lake Tahoe.  Coddington had pled not
guilty by reason of insanity, but the jury found him to have been sane when the crimes were committed
in the guilt phase, and returned a verdict for the death penalty in the penalty phase.

A defense witness, a friend, “testified that after [Coddington] dropped out of college, [he] did unusual
things that caused [the witness] to think [Coddington] was having a nervous breakdown.  [He] shaved his
head, hung around wearing white pajamas, and acted like a kung fu character.  Then [he] took all his
money and left for Las Vegas to gamble and win a lot of money, but found out only when he got there
that you had to be 21 to gamble.  [He] then joined the Marine Corps even though they had agreed that a
military career was not right for either of them.”  He asked for a Marine Corps job in intelligence, but felt
cheated when he was made a clerk-typist in an intelligence unit.  He went AWOL and (after his father
encouraged him to go back), he was honorably discharged as psychologically unfit for service.  It is not
clear from the Supreme Court opinion exactly what he did next, but at some point he gambled
extensively, following at first a mathematical system, but later, in dispute among the testifying
psychiatrists, probably “following signs from God in his wagering.” He engaged in gambling extensively
during the six months prior to the crimes.

Coddington in May, 1987 contacted several modeling agencies in Reno to inquire about finding teenage
girls to act in an anti-drug commercial that he was shooting.  Auditions were set up at two agencies, and
he selected three girls, later eliminating one as being too old.  He said that the commercial would be shot
in South Lake Tahoe the following Saturday, and two chaperones and the two chosen girls met him at a
hotel.  He drove them to his trailer and induced them to enter to freshen up.  Inside, he immediately
assaulted the women and bound all four.  He kept the girls kidnapped for three days.  Early on the first
day, they heard “a dragging sound like bodies being dragged.”  While he “brought eggs and strawberries
and made the girls take vitamins,” and let them watch TV for a while, he also impersonated an 18-year-
old boy, and in two roles, molested both girls and raped one.  However, when the girl he did not rape
protested that she was going to throw up and after a while that she could not go on, “he allowed her to
dress.”  On Monday, FBI agents found and rescued the girls.

Two psychiatrists were appointed by the trial court and three retained by the defense. The court
appointed Bruce Kaldor, MD  and Robert Bittle, MD, and the defense retained Mark Mills, MD, Fred
Rosenthal, MD, and Joseph Satten, MD.

“Dr. Mills concluded that for several months before and continuing through several months after the
crimes [Coddington] suffered from a delusional or paranoid disorder of the grandiose type .…  [He]
believed he was receiving messages from God in very unusual forms.   Green traffic lights meant that
whatever he was thinking he should do, red that whatever he was thinking or fantasizing about should
be stopped.  Yellow was a warning.  Certain numbers heard on the radio or seen on clocks also
communicated messages.”

“Dr. Rosenthal did not know if [Coddington’s illness] was a psychotic episode superimposed on the
borderline aspects of [his] personality, or a brief reactive psychosis to stress, or if [he] was schizophrenic
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and had become psychotic at the time of the offenses….  Dr. Rosenthal believed [he] had severe
obsessional problems….”

Dr. Satten testified that Coddington “suffered from a long-term mixed personality disorder ….  The
obsessive compulsive disorder had been superceded briefly by a psychotic disorder, either a paranoid
(delusional) disorder or an atypical psychosis.”

Dr. Kaldor “concluded that appellant had a … mixed personality disorder … with anti-social, paranoid,
borderline, obsessive/compulsive, passive/aggressive, and narcissistic features….  [Coddington] did
engage in conduct based on his perception of the meaning of numbers and traffic lights, but when caught,
[he] exaggerated and embellished this … to avoid responsibility…  Dr. Kaldor conceded that if he
believed [Coddington’s] version of God fit within the People v Skinner concept, he would have to
conclude that [he] was legally insane at the time of the offenses.  FOOTNOTE:  In People v Skinner …,
this court construed the test of legal insanity adopted in June 1982, by … Prop 8….  As applied when a
defendant suffers from a delusional mental illness, a person who ‘because of mental illness believed that
God commanded and expected him to kill another human being and that therefore the killing was
morally justified and not “wrong” would meet that prong of the insanity test….  A person ‘who is
incapable of understanding that his act is morally wrong is not criminally liable merely because he
knows the act is unlawful.’”

Dr. Bittle “did not believe [Coddington’s] use of numbers or stoplights had a delusional quality that
would amount to a major mental illness.  Appellant had an obsessive-compulsive personality….  At the
time of the offenses [he] was not totally controlled by making every decision with this ritual and with his
obsessive thoughts and compulsive behavior.  He had some independence….  Dr. Bittle diagnosed
[Coddington] as having a severe borderline personality disorder with a multitude of features….  With a
borderline personality under special circumstances in a period of high stress, the individual may have an
acute psychotic episode.  Dr. Bittle considered, but concluded that [Coddington] did not suffer from,
schizophrenia, a delusional paranoid disorder, or a brief reactive psychosis.”

Defense counsel did not offer during the guilt phase of the trial any evidence as to Coddington’s mental
illness.  Counsel did this because of a restrictive ruling by the trial judge.  “Although we agree that the
court erred in ruling that the experts could not testify unless they believed defendant did not premeditate
and deliberate the murders, that error is not a basis for reversal of the judgment….  Even assuming the
court erred in precluding hypothetical questions … the error was not prejudicial.  None of the experts,
either court appointed or defense retained, all of whom testified that appellant was mentally ill, suggested
that his illness precluded or would affect the ability to premeditate and deliberate.  At least to the extent
that it was relevant to the plan to seize the girls and their chaperones, the guilt phase evidence
demonstrated extensive premeditation and deliberation.  There was also sufficient evidence that the
murders were premeditated and deliberated.”

Upon appeal, Coddington’s counsel argued that a jury instruction concerning irresistable impulse that the
judge gave was error.  “With the restoration of the M’Naghten test of legal insanity, irresistable impulse
no longer affords the basis for an insanity defense.  It does not follow that, when psychiatric evidence
suggests that a defendant acted under an irresistable impulse, the court may not instruct the jury that
irresistable impulse is not legal insanity.”

Regarding the M’Naghten test, “appellant claims that the prosecution pursued a blatantly unlawful and
unconstitutional tack during the sanity phase as a result of which the jury was effectively told it could not
find appellant not guilty by reason of insanity because his conception of God was pantheistic rather than
‘Judeo-Christian.’ …He asserts that had the jury believed his defense – that at the time of the killings he
was delusionally psychotic; had a delusion that God had commanded or authorized him to kidnap and
kill; and as a result he believed his conduct was morally justifiable – the jury would have to find him not
guilty by reason of insanity.  The claim lacks merit.
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“…The experts and both sides agreed that appellant knew the nature and quality of his acts and knew that
they were unlawful.  The only question was whether he also knew that they were morally wrong.
“The morality contemplated by [the statute], is, as the prosecutor argued here, not simply the
individual’s belief in what conduct is or is not good.  While it need not reflect the principles of a
recognized religion and does not demand belief in a God or other supreme being, it does require a
sincerely held belief grounded in generally accepted ethical or moral principles derived from an
external source.”

PRIVILEGED INFO FOR CLINICIANS:  Witness the underhanded cross-examination of experts
department:  The Supreme Court considered  whether the prosecutor committed misconduct in cross-
examination of Dr. Satten.  “[T]he prosecutor asked the witness, Who had asked Drs. Bittle and Kaldor to
see [Coddington?  (punctuation changed for clarity)], to which the witness replied that he did not know
and ‘it was either the Court or yourself, the prosecuting attorney.’  The prosecutor followed up by asking
the doctor if he thought a prosecutor had the right to have a defendant examined; the doctor responded
that he believed this was possible in some circumstances.  The prosecutor then asked if the witness had
cases for that proposition [the prosecutor asked for legal precedent on the point of a prosecutor’s
retaining an examining psychiatrist].  Defense counsel objected on relevancy grounds, but the court ruled
that the question was appropriate since the witness had been offered as a forensic expert in psychiatry.
The witness said that this was possible only with the consent of the defense.  When the prosecutor then
asked if … defense counsel … had agreed it could have taken place, and the witness responded that he
thought the Court had appointed the doctors, … [t]he court ordered the jury to disregard the answer that
the examination could take place if defense counsel agreed.  The judge expressed doubt that allowing the
jury to know that the prosecutor may not have a defendant examined was inappropriate and ruled that
asking if there were any cases asked for ‘historical fact,’ not a legal opinion….

The Supreme Court held that the prosecutor had committed misconduct and that the trial court had erred,
but that the error was harmless.  “What the witness thought about who ordered the examinations by Drs.
Bittle and Kaldor was irrelevant, as was the witness’s understanding of the law.  As a forensic expert …
that did not qualify him as an expert who may offer an opinion on the law.  [The law in the situation of
a defendant’s proferring an insanity defense is that] the prosecutor could have requested that the
defendant submit to an examination…. We do not agree that either the questions or the testimony elicited
from Dr. Satten caused any prejudice to the defense, however….  The jury was aware that appellant had
been examined by the five psychiatrists who testified and had given generally consistent information to
each.  Thus, there is no likelihood that the jury would assume that appellant feared that one selected by
the prosecution might elicit different, damaging information.”

The imposition of the death penalty on Herbert James Coddington was affirmed.

CALIFORNIA MENTAL HEALTH LAW FRAMEWORK

Existing LPS Act

Patient Advocates – Senator Perata’s SB 1534 has been amended to give some more protection to
patients.  Now, patient advocates would have the right to copy records in routine monitoring of facilities
only if (1) all individual patient information had been removed (“redacted”), or (2) the individual patient
in question does not express objection.   PRIVILEGED INFO FOR CLINICIANS:  This “opt-out”
requirement, that the patient’s records can be viewed UNLESS the patient takes an affirmative step to
protect his or her confidentiality, is obviously not as strong as a requirement for a patient to give a
release would be.
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Former LPS Reform Act for 2000

The last issue reported that Senate President Pro Tem John Burton “referred the subject matter” of
Assemblymember Helen Thomson’s AB 1800 “to the Joint Committee on Mental Health Reform” on
June 13th.  Burton wrote in the Los Angeles Times on July 13th that the Senate has entered into a contract
with the Rand Corporation for a study on involuntary treatment outcomes and experience across states,
and on “who is potentially impacted by a change in involuntary treatment criteria.”  PRIVILEGED
INFO FOR CLINICIANS:  It seems that Burton may have “referred the subject matter” of AB 1800
to a think tank, completely outside the elected government.

FEDERAL BUDGET – MENTAL HEALTH

On July 27th, Representatives Ted Strickland (D-OH) – who is a psychologist – and Heather Wilson
(R-NM) introduced the Mental Health Early Intervention, Treatment and Violence Prevention Act, HR
5091.  Henry Waxman, D-CA, is a co-sponsor.  This is the House version of Senators’ Pete
Domenici’s (R-NM) and Edward M Kennedy’s (D-MA) S 2639.  It would amend the Public Health
Service Act to provide $2.5 billion over five years:

Amount Authorized by the Bill -- Purpose --
$115 million Treatment
$ 50 million Emergency mental health centers
$ 50 million Expanded treatment for (1) the homeless, (2) persons with

substance abuse, (3) prisoners
$ 15 million Substance abuse and mental health screening
$ 75 million Anti-stigma and anti-suicide ad campaign
$ 75 million Suicide prevention program grants to states and non-profits
$ 50 million Training for teachers and emergency personnel in

recognizing and responding to mental illness
$ 20 million Continuing education for primary care physicians
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PAYMENT FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Medicare

In Association of American Medical Colleges, et al v United States, a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
case decided on July 11th, teaching hospitals and medical associations sought to prevent certain audit
practices.  One of the complaints that had been before the trial court was that “on threat of suit under the
False Claims Act, the audits are being used to coerce settlements.”  That is, teaching hospitals have had
to pay back Medicare reimbursements to avoid potential criminal (as well as civil) liability, when the
hospitals could show that standards were being applied retroactively.  The trial court had dismissed the
case, and the Ninth Circuit upheld the dismissal BUT “without prejudice,” so the plaintiffs can try again
with a different theory of law.

CONFIDENTIALITY IN GENERAL

A husband who had not contested a felony domestic violence charge, resulting in his being placed on
probation, had been ordered to pay the costs of his wife’s receiving psychotherapy.  This was the San
Bernardino Court of Appeal case (Fourth Appellate District) of  People v Cain, decided July 11th.  Mr
Cain objected to this condition, claiming that his due process rights were being violated unless he were
allowed to cross-examine the therapist, to establish a nexus between the crime and the counseling and
show that the therapy was or was not needed solely because of his alleged act.  The Fourth Appellate
District found that a defendant does not have a right to confront witnesses at a sentencing hearing,
including a hearing on the amount of restitution the defendant must make as a condition of probation.
“Therefore, we conclude that the defendant does not have a state or a federal constitutional right to
cross-examine the psychotherapist who provides counseling to the victim of the defendant’s crime.”
The court added that Mr Cain “could have called an expert to show that in light of the length of the
counseling sessions and/or the time gap between the crime and the counseling, the counseling could not
have been related only to the crime.   Defendant could have also introduced evidence of the victim’s
preexisting mental of psychological ailment or evidence that the victim was previously treated by a
mental health professional.”  Taking one of these two tacks would be a way of “present[ing] affirmative
evidence that counseling received by the victim was not directly related to the crime.”

TORTS LITIGATION

Allegations of Physician’s Malpractice

California has new law.   Evidence Code Section 1160, the apology law, allows you to say “I’m sorry” to
a patient.  PRIVILEGED INFO FOR CLINICIANS:  Be very careful not to say, “I made a mistake”
or “It was my fault.”  Such statements are admissions of liability, which can and will be held against
you in a court of law.  Here’s exactly what the statute says, parsed to be comprehensible.  It won’t be
held against you in a civil action if you either say orally, write, or engage in “actions which convey a
sense of compassion or commiseration emanating from humane impulses,” to “express … sympathy or a
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general sense of benevolence relating to the pain, suffering, or death of a person involved in an accident.”
(An accident is an injury or death that occurs without your having willfully inflicting the injury.)  You
may only make these statements or benevolent gestures to the person involved in the accident or to his or
her “spouse, parent, grandparent, stepmother, stepfather, child, grandchild, brother, sister, half brother,
half sister, adopted children of parent, or spouse’s parents of an injured party.”  PRIVILEGED INFO
FOR CLINICIANS:  You are still liable if you  speak from your heart to the great-grandchild, aunt,
uncle, cousin, niece, nephew, step-brother, step-sister, sister-in-law, brother-in-law, best friend, lover
….  Ain’t the law grand?

CRIME AND RELATED LAW

Probation – Mental Health Treatment Requirement

A defendant who was granted supervised release in Las Vegas, Nevada on the condition that she
“participate in and successfully complete a mental health treatment program” argued that she was
incapable of complying DUE TO her mental illness.  She argued “that she lacked the power of volition to
comply with” the condition.  She had attempted bank robbery, and was imprisoned, with a period of
supervised release to follow.  She was removed from the first group home in which she was placed for
behaviors like calling 911, and then refused medications and otherwise was uncooperative at a Salvation
Army program in which she was placed.   When she was brought again before the federal district court,
she did not “present… any evidence that an alternative to imprisonment … would be an appropriate
remedy.  When asked by the court what he would recommend, [her] counsel replied, ‘[I]f probation feels
she is not amenable to supervision, I would ask that they discharge her from supervision and let her go on
the street, basically.  It’s not appropriate to put someone in prison because they are mentally ill.’”  She
was returned to prison for 366 days, and appealed.  The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, in deciding this
case of United States v Pinjuv on July 21st, noted that the defendant’s mother had stated at the hearing on
revocation of the supervised release order that, “I agree with Your Honor that she should be committed to
a mental facility, and perhaps this time they can come up with a solution.  This is an ongoing problem.
Even before she committed the felonies, she was in and out of jail a number of times.  My family feels
she’s a threat to them, and if you throw her back on the streets you’re only gonna have her in some court
very shortly for some other reason.   There is no program, no place for her to go.   And she is not the type
that will stay on the streets, she will do something to get back under the prison or jail facilities.”  The
Court concluded, “Given the evidence in the record that imprisonment was necessary to treat Pinjuv’s
mental illness to facilitate her rehabilitation, and to assure the public’s safety, we hold that the district
court did not abuse its discretion in revoking the supervised release order.  Unfortunately, the potential
consequences of releasing her ‘to go on the streets’ as a homeless person, as recommended by her
attorney, were simply too grave to make that option a valid alternative to imprisonment.”

Mental Health Courts

The Senate Judiciary Committee approved S 1865 on July 27th , the mental health courts bill, which now
moves to the Senate floor.  This bill, which was introduced in November by Senators Mike DeWine (R-
OH) and Pete Domenici (R-NM), would provide $10 million for each year 2000 through 2004, for up to
125 program grants, for carrying out for mentally ill or mentally retarded defendants the following
services:
! Training of law enforcement and judicial personnel ,
! Voluntary outpatient or inpatient treatment that carries with it the possibility of dismissal of

charges or reduced sentencing upon successful completion of treatment, and
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! Centralized case management to consolidate all cases against the defendant, including violations of
probation, and the coordination of all mental health treatment plans and social services, including
life skills training, such as housing placement, vocational training, education, job placement, health
care, and relapse prevention.

RIGHT TO PRIVACY

Job applicants certainly don’t think of themselves as putting at issue their religious and sexual mentation
in order to get the jobs they seek.  But at least one employer has been profiling candidates by
administering the MMPI in California recently. Rent-A-Center had been obtaining computer print-out’s
showing how applicants’ MMPI responses fell out in relation to the responses that CEO’s of various
firms had given to various items  in the Fifties.  (Rent-A-Center is a Texas company with stores
nationwide, including California.)  A state Court of Appeal in California has held previously that use of
the MMPI by employers constitutes an invasion of privacy.  Now a federal district judge has approved a
settlement in a case against Rent-A-Center.  The settlement requires that:

! No more MMPI tests will be administered by Rent-A-Center to job applicants, nationwide,
! All records of test results of California applicants will be destroyed, and
! Rent-A-Center will pay $2,000 to all California applicants it rejected as a result of their MMPI

scores, and
! Rent-A-Center will pay $1,250 to those California applicants who took the MMPI and whom Rent-

A-Center then hired.
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